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RIBBON MICROPHONE
BALANCE TECHNIQUB FOR STUDIO BROADCASTS
Introduction
The ribbon microphone differs in two important respects from a,ll other microphones
B.B.C. In the first p1ace, as illustrated in X'igure l, it is sensitive at the back as
well as at the front and has very definite directional properties. Within a solid angle of
approximately I00'in the forward and ba,ckwa,rd directions the response is practically unifsp6,
but beyond this angle it falls ofi rapidly and on both sides, in the plane of the ribbon, tho
microphone is completely 'dead.' The other important difference which distinguishes this
microphone from the others, is that its frequency response charactoristic is ind.ependent of
the incident angle of the sound so that the quality of the reproduction is exactly the same
whatever the direction from which the sound is being received.
One may, therefore, spoak at any angle at,
all to the main axial directions, shown in
X'igure l, without the qua,li,ty changing, and at
any-.angle to it' ugt to 50o on either side at the
front or back of the microphone, without approciable change in the aolume; but for angles
greoter tha,n 50o, a,lthough the quality is the
same, the aolume talls rapid,ly as the angle is
increased,
until when it is g0' nothing at all is
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picked up.

fn an enclosed spaco such as a studio,
sound reaches the microphone both directly by
the shortest pa,th between it and the sound
source and also indirectly after reflection from
the walls, ceiling and floor. Such reflected sound
is called 'reverberation ' a,nd reaches the
microphone from all angles. Its intensity depends upon the 'reverberation time' of the
studio, which is a property largely determined
by the

acoustic treatment of the reflecting
surfaces. Where the treatment is not very
absorbont the reverberation time will be long,
that is to say, the studio will be 'Iively' and the sound intensity due to reverberation will be
high at all points in the studio. On the other hand, if the treatment of the reflecting surfaces
is highly absorbent the reverberation time will be short, which me&ns that the studio wil be
'doad'and the sound intensity due to reverberation small.
ff the microphone in any studio is moved away from the source of the sound, the intensity
of the sound reaching the microphone by the direct path will be reduced and therefore the
intensity of the reverberation will be proportionately increased. The various types of
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Directlonal Properties of
Ribbon Microphone
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microphone hitherto available all have marked directional properties at the upper frequencies
but not at the low frequencies, witih the result that if these microphones are placed at more
than a certain distance from the source of the sound, depending upon the acoustics of the
particular studio, a hollow low-pitched. quality is obtained. This limitation does not apply
in the case of the ribbon microphone because it is equally directional over the whole band of
frequencies and, therefore, the quality is independent of the direction from which the sound

is received.
Apart, however, from the question of the faithfulness of the response of the microphone,
there has also to be taken into consideration the fact that the reflected sound reaches the
microphone slightly after the direct sound because it has travelled further, the various pat'hs
taken by the reflected. sound in reaohing the microphone being considerably longer than the
direct plth, particularly so in the case of any part of it which is subjected to successive
reflections from a number of surfaces. A certain amount of reflected sound or roverberation
is inevitable in all auditoria and is not only unobjectionable but is actually to be desired.
Obviously, though, if the reverberation is excessive it will mar the whole character of music
and seriously impair diction. This is, therefore, one of the factors which determines in any
studio the maximum distance from the performers at which the microphone c&n be placed.
The timitation formerly experienced due to this cause is, however, largely oYercome with the
ribbon microphone by virtue of its directional properby, for as the result of the peculiar
shape of the sensitivity curve the amount of reverberation picked up by the ribbon micro'
phone is only one third of that picked up in the same circumstances by microphones of other
iyp"r. In practice this means that for the same ratio of indirect to direct sound, the ribbon
mi-crophonJcan be placed just twice as far away from the performers as a microphone of any
of the types formerly available.

General Principles

Enough has been said to show why, especially in the case of studio broadcasts, the repro'
duction with the ribbon microphone is more natural than with any other type, and why
where the acoustics of the studio are suitable a much more 'distant' balance technique can
be employed with it.

Altnough improved results are

in

general obtained simply

by substituting a ribbon

microphone for one of the Reisz or moving-coil type, obviously the best results can only be
obtained by using a technique that takes into account the unique properties of the ribbon
uicrophone. In Broadcasting llouse, where these microphones have been in use for some
time, considerable experience in many types of studios has been gained and a, special balance
technique has been evolved. There are, however, so ma,ny variables concerned that it is
impossible to lay down rigid rules or, for example, to specify definite distances' A techniquB
suited to one studio may be quite unsuitable for some other studio.
The purpose of this instruction is rather to lay down broad general principles which can
be altered

in detail to suit local conditions in individual cases. The subject will

be treated

in this way under separate headings for each of the brauches of the programme activities,
namely, Music, Productions and Yariety, Dr&ma,, and Talks. But before proceeding to the
special applications attention qust first be drawn to certain important rules of general
interest underlying all ribbon microphone technique.
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General Principles (contd..)
Studio broadcasts can, in general, be divided into two classes, namely, (l) those which
are internally balanced for a listener in the actual studio, and (2) those which are balanced
speciaUy for the microphone and are more or less unbalanced for a listener in the studio.
Speaking generally, the best artistic results are obtained when the internal balance in
the studio is as good as possible, and balance trickery or faking is kept to a minimum. The
only circumstances in which the ointernally unbalanced ' technique is really justified is where
the acoustics of the particular studio definitely do not permit of the efiect desired being
obtained otherwise.
It can be definitely stated that in normal studios one miuophone invariably gives much
superior technical quality to that obtained when using two or more microphones simultaneously
In general, therefore, efiorts should always be directed towards getting the best balance
possible on one microphone. If, at the first attempt, there are deficiencies, other layouts should
betried and theuse ofa second microphone should always be regardedas a last expedient.
If it is necessary to adopt a 'close' technique, perhaps due to the number of performers
being too large for the size of the studio, or to an intimate efiect being desired as, for example,
in the case of a dance band, advantage should always be taken of the d.oubl,e-sided, property
of the microphone.
The recommendation regarding the advisalility of using only one microphone does not
condemn the practice of making a change-ot)er from one microphone to another in a difierent
position, when a difierent efiect is desired. On the contrary the practiee is definitely
encouraged as a natural development of single microphone technique.
For reasons other than technical ones, particula,rly in the case of production shows, the
artistic balance resulting from the use of only one microphone may not be satisfactory. In
such cases the simultaneous use of two microphones, or erren in rare cases of more than two
microphones, is inevitable and the precautions necess&ry in order to prevent the practice
from impairing the quality unduly are explained below.
The ribbon microphone responds to the velocity component of the sound .w&ves and not
to the pressure, wherea,s the human ear is pressure-operated. The absolute magnitud.es of
the velocity and the pressure are strictly proportional to one another except for low frequencies
close to the sound source. When very near the source, therefore, the ribbon microphone may
be said to hear the low notes differently from the ear and in practice this difierence becomes
apparent in an exaggeration of the lower frequencies which imparts a ' boomy' quality to
the reproduction. The efiect is most pronounced with male spea,kers. Them,icrogthone sh,oulil,
therefore , not be useil, at a d,istance of less than two feet and, certainly waer less than eigh,t een ,irwhes

.

Another point that cannot be too strongly emphasised is that whatever the circumstances
acoustic scree?Ls should, neaer be useil, close to the m,i,crophone. This applies equally to a screen
with its absorbent surface turned towards the microphone &s to one with its reflecting surface
so turned. The practice is objectionable because the screen c&uses a standing wave pattern
to be formed with the result that certain notes are accentuated at the expense of certain
others which are diminished. Therefore, even though an absorbent screen close to the
microphone may secure a reduction of bass 'boom' it also gives rise to very considerable
frequency distortion. X'or the same reason the ribbon microphone nlust neaer be useil, near
a wal,l,. Generally speaking the best position for the microphone in any studio is at a distance
from the back wall of about one third of the length of the studio along which the microphone
is directed.
3
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Music
Most perlormances of a musical nature belong (or should belong) to the internally balanced
class in which the balance is correct for a listener in the actual studio. X'or these, the techniquo
is very simple. The individual performers are arranged in a normal concert-hall fashion, and
the microphone placed a considerable distanee awa,y so that the distances of the various
instruments from the microphone do not vary too widely. This technique should always
be applied provided the studio acoustics are good, and the players do not occupy more than

approximately hal{ the floor space.
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Balance for small Muslcal
Combinations (e.g. Quintet)

is perhaps best exemplifled in the present practice for the Symphony Orchestra broadcasts from the Queen's HaIl. X'or these only one ribbon microphone is used and is placed
about 30 feet from the nearest instrument, in the orchestra. The resulting broadcast balance
is then found to be the same as that for a listener in the hall itself, so that the conductor need
not be requested to alter his normal concert haII balance to suit, the microphone. For vocalists
singing with orchestra, a change-over is made to a microphone only about 20 feet away in
order to preserYe diction.
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Music

(contd,.)

a small

of stringed instruments is
to onable the heavier instruments (brass etc.) to play with the same volume as in a much larger orchestra. This is
funil,omentall,y urong. A really satisfactory result can only be obtained when the principlo
of internal balance is realised. Conductors should be encouraged to get their orchestras
correctly balanced for studio listening, just as they would do as a rnatter of course if the
orchestra were playing to ao audience in a concert hall. This applies particularly to the
orchestral accompaniment of solo artiste. Uoually an accompanying orchestra plays too
loudly, and the soloist has, therefore, to be
brought closer to the microphone, which results
in thin orchestral quality, Iacking body. In
passing, it may be observed that musicians
generally seem not to realise the superior beauty
of quiot aB compared with loud orchestral
OPCHESTEA
Often with

orchestra

the numerical

weakness

compensated for by bringing these nearer the microphone, so as

Fig.4. Single Microphone Balance
for Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra.
(Similar to that used in Studto B.A.)

playingwhen reproduced on loudspeakere working at average levels.
A few points of detail are worthy of
specigl notice. Stringed instruments for best
reproduction should bow acroas the microphone,
not towards it. Also, except for distant
strings, a low miuophone positior, s&fr five foet
or so above the floor, gives better string tone
than a high one, especially if in the la,tter case
the microphone is tipped down so as to face
nearly horizontal. Pianos, even in accompanying, should always be used open, more or loss,
and the microphono placed as shown in X'iguro 2,
not too close but 'looking' into the opening
provided by the raised lid.
A typical balance for a small musical combination is shown in X'igure 3.

X'or pedormances with choir or chorus and orchestra, the best rosults, especially in rogard
to diction, are obtained by using both sides of the microphone, the orchestr& on one side, and
the chorus built up on rostra on the other side. A typical arrangement of this kind is shown
in Figure 4. The front row of singers should be at least 2 feet above floor level, so that the
microphone may be placed sufficiently high to obtain good orchestral quality.

In a small numbor of cases, even in broadcasts of a purely musical nature, it may not be
to obtain the desired artistic efiect with only one microphone, and in these cases a
double-microphone technique, similar to that described in the next section, should bo

possible

adopted.
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Productions and Yariety
A single microphone technique similar to that described above for musical broadcasts
may be applied to most (or at least to many) production and varioty shows. The main
obstacle to adopting this technieally superior method of balance on all occasions is the fact
that the artists employed in these productions often possess weak voices. Consequently,
when the single microphone technique is employed, they have to work close to the microphone
ancl this makes it necessary for the artist's position to be very accurately maintained since a
movement forward or backward of several inches will make quite an appreciable difference
to the resulting balance with the orchestra. On the other hand, where separate microphones
are used, for the soloist and the orchestra, the balance is more or less under the control of the
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FiE. 5. Balance usinP separate
Microphones for Orchestra and
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Fig.6. Close-up Microphone Balance
using second Microphone for an Instrument beyond the ran$e of the Main
Microphone.

(a.g. Dance
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George's Hall.)

assistant

in the Listening room. Ilowever, given the

the internal balance difiiculties, the

necessary rehearsal time

best results are uniloubted,ly obtained, wi'l,h

to overcome

only one miuo-

phone.

In using more than one microphone simultaneously the important thing to watch is that
no instrument or singer i,s piclced, up d,irectl,y by more than one miw6phone.
For a group of soloists and chorus with accompanying orchestra the solo microphone
should have a 'dead' side towards the orchestra, and similarly the orchestra microphone
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Productions and Variety

(contd..)

should have a dead side towards the singers. The microphones should be placed as far apart
as possible, consistent with the conductor's convenience. It is advantageous to have the
orchestra microphone for accompanying purposes quite neat to the orchestra, but for orchestral interludes, when the solo microphone is not required, another orchestra microphone
placed at a greater distance should be provided and a complete change-over made to it. This
technique is illustrated in X'igure 5.
'Where

the accompanying orchestra is small, and perhaps of the dance band type, the two
microphones should be placed as far apart as possible, and should have their dead sides in line
with one another. The orchestra in this case, which is illustrated in Figure 7, must be
balanced on both sides of the orchestra microphone.

Fig,7. Two Microphone

Balance using separate Microphones for small
Orchestra and Sing,ers. (e.g. Intimate Yariety Production.)

Dance bands should always utilise both sides of the microphone in order to obtain the
required intimate efiect, and in most cases one microphone should be sufiicient. If, however,
after careful balancing, one instrument, for example, a piano, is found to be weak, then
another microphone, faded only half up and with a dead side towards the main band, may be
introduced quite near to the particular instrument. This arrangement is shown in X'igure 6.
The vocalist should always use the main microphone.
For the balancing of dialogue occurring in productions the technique is similar to that
for Drama.

I
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Drama
The convenience of the double-sided property of the ribbon microphone in drama neod
not be stressed.
The directional property of the mierophone is also useful for obtaining distant efiocts,
the artist moving round. towards the dead side as well as adopting the more usual expedient
of going further away from the microphone. To obtain cortain efiocts it is sorootimes
necessary for him when at the maximum distance also to turn away from the microphono
when speaking.
Attention is drawn to the recommendation against the use of acoustic screens close to the
microphono which has previously been given . (See page 3.)

Talks
In talks speakers must not be closer to the microphone bhan 2 foet, and in small studios
not further from it than.3 feet. In d.ebates or diecussions both sides of tho microphono
should be used with the speakers facing each other. X'or the most natural reproduction,
speaters should not talk too quietly or intimately, except when this kind. of offoct is specially
desired. As a general rule a natural voico should be used, as if the speaker wore addressing
eeveral people in an average living-room. In the case of talks for schools, howevor, the
roproduction in the averege schoolroom is more natilral if the voice is raisod slightly.

